#20 Northwestern Ohio 4, #13 Montreat (N.C.) 1

**Singles competition**

1. Adam Nagoudi (MONTREAT) vs. Sergio Conde (UNOH) 6-1, 6-7 (4-7), 3-3, unfinished
2. Luigi Moretti (MONTREAT) def. Marcos Salazar (UNOH) 6-3, 1-6, 6-2
3. Malik Omarkhanov (UNOH) def. Ryan Little (MONTREAT) 6-4, 6-0
4. Nico Lopez (MONTREAT) vs. Martin Stanchev (UNOH) 2-6, 7-5, 3-3, unfinished
5. Alex de Vilar (UNOH) def. Franco Minoldo (MONTREAT) 6-3, 4-3
6. David Ayguavives (UNOH) def. Daniel De Pedro (MONTREAT) 6-3, 2-6, 6-2

**Doubles competition**

1. Sergio Conde/Marcos Salazar (UNOH) def. Adam Nagoudi/Luigi Moretti (MONTREAT) 6-4
2. Martin Stanchev/Alex de Vilar (UNOH) def. Ryan Little/Daniel De Pedro (MONTREAT) 7-6

Match Notes:

#20 Northwestern Ohio 20-4
#13 Montreat (N.C.) 4-12
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (3,5,2,6)
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